To investigate the cause of failure in the correction of childhood myopia using orthokeratologic (Ortho-K) lenses. Methods: The failure group was 29 patients who stopped wearing the lenses for various reasons, while the success group was 29 patients who bought lenses more than twiceand wore them for two years and more. Statistical analyses were performed to identify significant differences between the groups. Results: Among the failure group, failure to continuously wear the Ortho-K lenses was attributed to undercorrection (19 patients), corneal erosion (2 patients), and sleep disorders (1 patient). Initial spherical diopter and initial spherical equivalent diopter showed statistical diffence between the success group and failure group. Of these two factors, as the initial spherical equivalent diopter increased, the chance of failure to use Ortho-K lens increased. According to a logistic multiple regression analysis, the odds of failure of using Ortho-K lens increased by 1.59 when the initial spherical diopter increased by 1. If the absolute value of the initial spherical diopter was over 6.24, the chance of failure increased by 80%.
Values are presented as mean ± SD; All component of success and failure group was compared to each other before using orthokeratologic lens; Increment of spherical diopter, spherical equivalent diopter and logarithmic visual acuity is difference between initial values and final measured values. Ortho-K = orthokeratologic; Kmin = minimum simulated keratometry value; Kmax = maximum simulated keratometry value; log VA = logarithmic visual acuity. 
